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SVG backend
SVG stands for Scalable Vector Graphics, a language for describing
two-dimensional graphics and graphical applications in XML. It is a
W3C Recommendation, see

http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/

This new backend was requested by Dave Crossland, who also provided
the funding.



SVG backend
There is a new string variable, outputformat. If you assign svg you
will get SVG output:

outputformat := "svg";
...
beginfig(1);
fill fullcircle scaled 100 withcolor .4red;
endfig;

The default value is eps.



SVG backend
You probably want to set outputtemplate (also new) to something
suitable:

outputtemplate := "%j-%i.%o";
...
beginfig(1);
fill fullcircle scaled 100 withcolor .4red;
endfig;

To improve the generated output file name(s).



SVG backend
If your figure uses labels, you will probably also want to set up
prologues:

prologues:=3;
...
beginfig(1);
label("Hello!", (12,10)) scaled 20

withcolor .75green;
endfig;

With the value 3 MetaPost will convert the font into curves.
With any other value of prologues you will simply get the SVG
default font in a system-dependent encoding!



A complete SVG example
outputformat := "svg";
outputtemplate := "%j-%c.%o";
beginfig(1);
fill fullcircle scaled 100 withcolor .4red;
endfig;



A SVG example with a label
outputformat := "svg";
outputtemplate := "%j-%c.%o";
prologues := 3;
fontmapline "cmr10 CMR10 <cmr10.pfb";
beginfig(1);
label("Hello!", (12,10)) scaled 20

withcolor .75green;
endfig;
end.



String-valued internals
• The new internal string variable outputtemplate is a true

‘internal’ like prologues, but with string value.
• This means that you can use it (and outputformat) with e.g.

show and message.
• jobname is now a string internal also.
• Others are definable via newinternal:

newinternal string s;
s := "whatever";



Internals in outputtemplate

Any named internal can be used inside outputtemplate now:

outputtemplate :=
"%{jobname}-%{charcode}.%{outputformat}";



Access to font outlines
glyph provides a method to access the paths of a font glyph:

• accepts encoding numbers or charstring names
• returns a picture
• contents are ‘fill’ items in the ‘grey’ color model
• clockwise = black, counterclockwise = white
• scaled at 1 design unit = 1 point



Access to font outlines

fontmapline "cmr10 CMR10 <cmr10.pfb";
picture q;
q := glyph 113 of "cmr10";
addto currentpicture also q scaled .2;



Access to font outlines

fontmapline "cmr10 CMR10 <cmr10.pfb";
picture q;
q := (glyph "Omega" of "cmr10") scaled .2;
for i within q:

draw (pathpart i) withcolor .75green;
endfor;



Access to font outlines
fontmapline "cmr10 CMR10 <cmr10.pfb";
picture q;
path p;
pickup pencircle scaled 2;
q := glyph "one" of "cmr10" scaled .4;
for i within q:

p:= pathpart i;
draw p withcolor .75green;
for j=0 upto length p:

pickup pencircle scaled 1;
draw (point j of p -- precontrol j of p) dashed evenly

withcolor blue;
draw (point j of p -- postcontrol j of p) dashed evenly

withcolor blue;
pickup pencircle scaled 5;
draw (precontrol j of p) withcolor red;
draw (postcontrol j of p) withcolor red;
pickup pencircle scaled 5;
draw (point j of p) withcolor black;

endfor
endfor;



Command-line setting of internals
A commandline switch like this

mpost -soutputformat="svg"

sets an internal to that value, after loading of the mem file.



Final notes
• MetaPost 1.200 will be part of TEXLive 2009.
• The library version is included in luaTEX 0.40.0.
• The MetaPost Website is http://www.tug.org/metapost.


